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Terms and conditions
1. Gathering your personal data
The EEIP portal does not ask its Users for name-specific registration when simply visiting
and searching on its portal.
When browsing on the EEIP portal (www.ee-ip.org ) some personal data is automatically
generated.
This electronic identification data comprises:
- connection data : the IP address of the User’s computer, the type and version of browser
program, the URL address visited;
- usage data: keywords types, search(es) carried out, sectors, fields and headings selected.
Other personal data may be communicated voluntarily by the User to EEIP. This concerns all
the data given by users and clients when filling in various website forms.
2. Use of your personal data
EEIP undertakes to process personal data gathered on its portal in accordance with the
following specific aims:
- general operation of the EEIP portal including its EnergyPages services;
- operation of services for registered or subscribed Users;
- gathering and transmitting administrative information;
- compiling statistics on traffic, use and surveys;
- collecting and replying to suggestions or requests for information;
- communication security;
- organization of commercial canvassing and marketing operations.
EEIP keeps connection data (i.e.: data recovered by the User log) for a maximum period of
one (01) year and does so only for the purposes of compiling statistics.
With regard to data given voluntarily by the User on the EEIP portal, EEIP keeps these data
for a maximum period of six (06) months following the last connection or contact by the User.
EEIP does not sell, rent or market the personal data collected on the EEIP portal. EEIP
reserves the right to disclose the personal data that it collects only to comply with a legal or
statutory obligation.
EEIP reserves the right to contact user companies in order to offer them new products or put
forward new commercial offers.
3. Security of your personal data
EEIP portal is hosted at domainfactory (www.df.eu ) utilizing their full set of measures
designed to limit the risks associated with intrusion, piracy and the introduction of viruses into
its servers. EEIP is unable to offer any absolute guarantee of security, insofar as Internet is an
open network that is, by its very nature, sensitive to such risks.

Strict rules of access are applied in order to prevent non-authorized access, loss, improper use
and modification of the stored personal data.
4. Unsubscribing
Any member of EEIP portal can request to delete its personal data at any time by sending a
mail to mail@ee-ip.org. EEIP endeavors to satisfy requests concerning the personal data in
their possession within a period of four (04) weeks following receipt of the request.
If a member receives a newsletter or other services requiring subscription they do not want to
receive anymore, they can request to not longer receiving it by clicking on the “unsubscribe”
button
5. Application of these rules – Assignment of jurisdiction
EEIP´s personal data protection policy does not apply to:
- websites independent from the EEIP portal that have established a hyperlink or search block
directing Users to service offers;
- websites working in partnership with EEIP portal that have integrated one of the services on
their website (co-branding);
- websites working in partnership with EEIP portal that are accessible through integration in
one of the offered services (co-branded websites);
- websites belonging to EEIP’s commercial partners.
EEIP therefore advises its Users to consult the data protection policies applied by these
different websites.
In the event of any major difficulty or dispute with EEIP, the parties agree to seek an
amicable solution.
Failing this, Bruxelles, Belgium shall be granted jurisdiction.

